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Trajectory mapping and applications to data from the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
GaryA. Morris,•'2Mark R. Schoeberl,
3 LynnC. Sparling,
4 PaulA.
Newman,3 LeslieR. Lair,4 Lee Elson,• Joe Waters,• Robert A . Suttie,• Aidan
Roche,
r JackKumer,r and JamesM. Russell,Ill s
Abstract.
The problem of creating synopticmaps from asynopticMlygathered trace
gas data has prompted the developmentof a numberof schemes.
Most notable among
these schemesare the Kalman filter, the Salby-Fourier technique, and constituent
reconstruction. This paper exploresa new techniquecalled "trajectory mapping."
Trajectory mapping creates synoptic maps from asynoptically gathered data by
advecting measurementsbackward or forward in time using analyzed wind fields.
A significantportion of this work is devoted to an analysisof errors in synoptic
trajectory maps associated with the calculation of individual parcel trajectories.

In particular,we have considered(1) calculationalerrors;(2) uncertaintiesin the
valuesand locationsof constituentmeasurements,
(3) errorsincurredby neglecting
diabaticeffects,and (4) sensitivityto differences
in wind field analyses.These
studiesreveal that the global fields derived from the advectionof large numbersof
measurementsare relatively insensitive to the errors in the individual trajectories.
The trajectory mapping technique has been successfullyapphed to a variety of
problems. In this paper, the following two applicationsdemonstratethe usefulness
of the technique: an analysisof dynamicalwave-breakingeventsand an examination
of Upper AtmosphereResearchSatellite data accuracy.
maps of any meteorologicalvariable or trace gas field
with a sufficiently long, continuousseriesof measure-

1. Introduction

A fundamentalproblemin observingsystemsis the ments.
The use of available ancillary information, such as
generationof synopticmaps from asynopticallygathereddata. Kalmanfiltering[Haggard
et al. 1986]and analyzed meteorologicaldata, however, can provide a
the Salby-Fouriertransformmethod[$alby,1982a,b; powerful constraint on trace gasobservations.The conLair andStanford,1988]useasynopticdata to construct stituent reconstruction technique described by $choesynopticmaps. These methodshave been successfully berl et al. [1989] and $choeberland Lad [1992], for
applied to Nimbus 7 limb infrared monitor of the strato-

example, can generate synoptic maps from data sets

sphere(LIMS) data [Remsberg
et al. 1084]and Up- of almost any size. By requiring that long-lived trace
per Atmosphere
Research
Satellite(UARS) data [Elson gasisoplethsbe alignedwith potential temperatureand
and Froidevauz,1993]. Both of thesemethodsemploy potentialvorticity(PV) contoursoverthe samplingpestrictly mathematicaltechniquesto producesynoptic riod, the technique is able to provide estimates of the
field, even in regionsremote from measurements.The
1Dept. of SpacePhysicsand Astronomy,Rice University, reconstructiontechnique works best for trace gasesin
Houston, Texas.

'

nearequilibriumwith the flowfield (i.e., regionswhere

2Nowat NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt, the trace gas variance along the PV contour is small,

Maryland.

as is usuallythe casewith long-livedtrace gases)but

aNASAGoddardSpaceFlightCenter,Greenbelt,Maryland.
is inappropriate for releasedor short-lived tra•e gases.
4HughesSTX Corporation,Lanhaxn,Maryland.
This paper describestrajectory mapping, which, like
5Jet PropulsionLaboratory,CaliforniaInstitute of Technolreconstruction, utilizes meteorologicalinformation to
ogy, Pasadena, California.
create synopticmaps. Pierce et al. [1994]first em6Heriot-WattUniversity,Edinburgh,Scotland.
?LockheedPalo Alto ResearchLaboratory, Palo Alto, ployed such a technique to create synoptic maps from
California.

6NASA LangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 95JD01072.

0148-0227/95/95JD-01072505.00

HalogenOccultationExperiment(HALOE) data. Unlike reconstruction, the trajectory mapping technique
makesfew assumptionsabout atmosphericmixing.
After providing a brief descriptionof the trajectory
mapping technique, we demonstrate its effectiveness
through applications to UARS data. First, we gen16,491
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reconstruction,which assumesuniformlymixed [PV,
the cryogeniclimb array etalonspectrometer(CLAES) 0] tubes). Fourth, the techniqueappliesno artificial,
erate and compare maps of identical data sets from

using the Salby-Fourier, Kalman filtering, and trajectory mapping techniques.We then usetrajectory maps
to study the evolution of atmospheric wave-breaking
events. Next, we evaluate the reliability of trajectory
mapping by examining the followingfour potential error sources: computational error, measurement uncertainties, the isentropic approximation, and differences
in meteorologicalanalyses. These error studiesreveal
that the quality of most measurementsadvected with
the trajectory model remains high over periods of at
least several days, while the quality of the fields produced from the advection of a large ensembleof measurementsremains high for much longer periods. Fi-

mathematical constraints to the data nor doesit require

the binningof data in any way (unlikethe Kalmanfiltering, Salby-Fourier,and reconstruction
techniques).
Fifth, the techniqueprovidesthe potential to easily sep-

arate transportfrom chemicaleffects(for example,see
Manneyel al. [1995]).
The ability of synopticmapping techniques,like trajectory mapping,to comparenoncoincidentand noncollocated

measurements

facilitates

data validation

stud-

ies. This paper provides an example comparing H20
measurements

from MLS

and HALOE.

The trajectory mapping techniquehas severaldisadvantagesas comparedto other methods. First, the qualnally, a comparison
of microwavelimb sounder(MLS) ity of trajectory maps is substantially dependent upon
and HALOE water vapor data demonstratesone possi- the quality of the meteorologicalfields. Missing or inaccurate meteorologicaldata degrade the accuracyof
ble application of the technique.
the

advected

measurements.

Constituent

reconstruc-

tion is similarly dependent upon the accuracy of the
2. The Trajectory Mapping Technique
meteorologicalfields, while Kalman filtering and the
Salby-Fourier techniquesrely strictly on mathematical
The trajectory mapping techniquecombinesseveral fits to the measurements. Second, unlike the Kalmanof the strengthsof previoustechniqueswith a minimum filtered, Salby-Fourier, or reconstructedmaps, the traof assumptions.Trajectory mapping employsa simple, jectory maps in this paper are not uniformly gridded.

two-dimensionalmodelof atmosphericmotions(known An innovativetechnique[Suttonel al., 1994]hasbeen
as the trajectory model) to advectmeasurements
for- recently developed,however,which producesuniformly
ward or backward in time from the point at which they

were made. Meteorologicalanalysesprovide the winds
which determine the magnitude and direction of parcel motion at each time step. The trajectory technique
constructsits synoptic maps by advectinga large num-

ber of measurements
(all made at differenttimes) to
the same instant in time. These maps are known as
"trajectory maps."

Unlike Kalman filtering [Haggarde! al., 1986],trajectory mapping does not require knowledgeof the error associatedwith each measurement. Knowing these
errors, however, is helpful in assessingthe validity of
trajectory maps. Since both measurementand meteorologicalerrors are present in trajectory mapping, determining the actual errors associatedwith trajectory

gridded trajectory maps. Third, the applicationof trajectory mapping, like reconstruction,is confinedto constituent data, while Kalman filtering and the SalbyFourier technique can be applied to data sets of any
type.

An understanding of the accuracyof the trajectory
computation is critical to assessingthe value of the
resultant maps. A considerable portion of this paper, therefore,is devotedto evaluatingerrorsassociated
with the technique.

3. Trajectory Mapping of Satellite Data

To illustrate the trajectory mapping technique, we
usedlong-lived trace gas data gatheredby two instruThe trajectory mapping technique is relatively un- ments aboard UARS. In the first example, CLAES meaaffected by missing data points or periods of satellite surementsof N20, a long-lived, stratospherictrace gas
data dropout, both of which can complicate the Salby- [Brasseur
andSolomon,1984],are asynoptically
(Plate

mapscanbe quite complicated(seesection4).

Fouriertechnique[Lai! and Stanford,1988]. Further- la), Salby-Fourier(Plate lb), Kalman-filtered(Plate
l c), and trajectory mapped(Plates l d and le, with

more, so long as the wind field analysesexist, trajectory maps can be produced outside of periods during
which the satellite measurements are made. Trajectory
mapping, therefore, allows a clearer explanation of atmospheric dynamical events which occur, at least in
part, outsidedata gatheringperiods(see the CLAES

examplein section3).
The trajectory technique demonstratesseveral additional strengths. First, its synoptic maps are generated
easily and straightforwardly from asynopticdata. Second, the technique allows for comparisonof noncoincident or noncollocated measurements. Third, the technique makes no assumptions about the amount of mix-

the latter being derived from the former using a Barnes

griddingscheme,discussed
further below)on September 9, 1992. The CLAES data have been interpolated
to the 800 K isentropic surface. During this period in
September1992, UARS is in "forward flight" mode with
CLAES viewing from 30øN to 80øS.

All of the synopticmaps (Plates lb-le) werepro-

duced with data gathered from September6 through
12. To produce the trajectory maps of Plates ld and
le, data from September 6 through noon on September 9 were advected forward in time, while data gathered from midnight on September 13 back to noon on
ing occurringin the real atmosphere(unlikeconstituent September 9 were advected backward in time. Bal-
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Asynoptic Map @ 800 K
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Plate la. An asynopticmap showingthe cryogeniclimb array etalonspectrometer(CLAES)
data-gatheringpattern for 1 day (September9, 1992).
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Plate lb. Synoptic map of CLAES N•.O data at noon on September9, 1992, on the 800 K
potential temperature surfaceusing the Salby-Fourier method.
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Plate lc. Kalman-filtered map of the same data used in Plate lb.
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Plate ld. Trajectory map of the same data used in Plate lb.
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Plate le. Griddedtrajectorymap(derived
fromPlatel d usinga Barnesscheme).
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Plate 2. Trajectorymapof CLAESN20 on November
6, 1992,at 800K. Overplotted
in red
arelinesof constant
NationalMeteorological
Center(NMC) potentialvorticity(PV). The white
cross-hatched
regionrepresents
theinteriorof thevortex,asdefined
by an 8 dayadvection
of the
-2.6 x 10-4 NMC PV contour.The largerdotsrepresentdata addedwithin the mostrecent24

hours,while smallerdotsrepresentolder data.
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ancedwinds derivedfrom National MeteorologicalCen- ample, Plate 2 shows a trajectory map generated for
ter (NMC) temperatures
andgeopotential
heights
[Ran- November 6, 1992. At this time the Antarctic vortex
del, 19874,Newmanet al., 1988]wereusedto isentrop- appears to have shifted off the pole and to have shed
ically advect the-measurements.Note that due to inac- materialto midlatitudes.LowN•O filaments(indicated
curacies in the balanced wind approximation near the by the dark bluepoints)canstill be seenpeelingoff the
equator, parcel locations equatorward of 20ø are partic- vortex. The low N•O valuespresent among the higher,
midlatitude values(green points) probablyhad their
ularly suspect.
In the trajectorymap (Plate l d) the largerdotsrep- origins at or near the vortex edge.
To confirm this hypothesis, a contour advection comresent parcels which have been advected by the tra-

jectory modelfor periodslessthan 12 hours(i.e., the putationdescribedby $choeberlandSparling[1994]was
measurements
of September9). The smallerdotsrep- used to track the vortex edge (here definedby the
resent parcels added more than 12 hours before or after

-2.6 x 10-4 (K m•)(kgs)-1 NMC PV contour)
forward

ment

reality of small-scale features of the type generated in
the contour advection shown here has been provided by

the time of the synopticmap (for this case,1200UT on in time for 8 days from October 28. When advected
September9, 1992). The trajectory techniqueappears to the time of and overlaidon the trajectory map (see
to preservethe large-scale distribution of N20, as in- Plate 2), the PV contourseemsto explainmuchof the
dicated by the good agreementbetween the older and low N20 air found outsidethe vortex (the white crossmore recent N20 measurements.Similarly good agree- hatchedregionrepresentsvortex air). Evidencefor the
between

advected

measurements

and new mea-

surements was also found in a study of HALOE data

Waughet al. [1994]and Plumbet al. [1994].Alsonote-

[Pierceet al., 1994].
The synoptic maps of Plates la-le clearly demonstrate the advantage gained by using more than I day

of data in map production. While the single-dayUARS

worthy in Plate 2 is the general agreementbetween the

N•O gradientand the gradientin NMC PV values(red
contours).Suchagreementis foundin nearly all maps

data provideglobalcoverage
(Plate la), the mapcover- producedby the trajectory mapping technique.
As another demonstrationof trajectory mapping, Plat{
age and resolution improve dramatically when several
days of data are combinedthrough one of the synoptic 3 maps the evolution of the September tropical wave-

techniques(Plates lb-le).

Furthermore,the synoptic breakingevent[Randelet al., 1993]overthe 4 daysfrom

September 8 to 11, 1992. The larger points in these
maps represent data which have been added in the 24more uniform
midlatitude
constituent
distribution
in
hour period prior to the time of the synoptic map. The
yellow
line representsthe edge of the vortex as defined
the trajectorymap (Plate le) than in the Salby-Fourier

maps are all highly consistentwith the satellite data.
Comparing the various gridded maps, we observe a

map(Plate lb) or Kalman-filteredmap (Plate lc), both by the -3.0 x 10-4 (K m•)(kgs)-1 NMC PV contour.
of which appear to contain evidence of Fourier ring- As in Plate 2, the gradient in N•O acrossthe vortex
ing (the alternatinghigh and low N20 patcheson a boundary and the good agreement between new and
givenlatitude circle). In addition,the trajectory map old measurementsare again well illustrated.
In order to demonstrate the technique's ability to pershowssmoother gradientsinside the vortex and at the
vortexboundary.(In part, this resultis an artifact of form despite data gaps, data from September 10 were
the schemeused to produce the gridded product from omitted in the production of Plate 3. As can be seen,
the trajectory data. The Barnes scheme computes a the trajectory techniquesuccessfullygenerateda synopweighted average of parcel values within 1000 km of tic map on that day despitethe lack of data. The use
each grid point. The weighting factor used here was of advected,older data to producea map on September
inverselyrelated to the distanceof each parcel from the 10 completed the otherwise incomplete picture of the
grid point location. Such a schemenaturally smooths evolution of the event.
As a final example, Plate 4 showsthe large-scale inout small-scalestructures.)
The gridded maps, however, all contain somewhat trusion of tropical air to mid- and high northern latiless information than the trajectory map of Plate l d. tudesin February1993 (alsoreportedby Randelet al.
By depictingeach measurement,the trajectory map al- [1993]andfurther examinedby Manneyet al. [1994]).
lows an estimate of the variancethrough visual inspec- MLS H•O data from February 18 to 23, 1993 are shown
tion that none of the maps of Plates lb, lc, or le allows. in Plate 4. Forward in time, isentropic trajectory maps
daysfrom February20 to
Unlike the Salby-Fourier and Kalman filtering tech- were generatedon successive
niques, trajectory mapping can be performed without 23 on the 800 K isentropic surface. Like N20, the lifeconsiderationof data aliasing and can frequently pro- time of H•O at these altitudes has been shown to be
duce high quality maps with far less data than the 7 sufficiently long for H•O to be considereda valid dydays used to produce Plates ld and le. Seven days of namicaltracegas [Brasseurand Solomon,1984].
data were chosenfor use in the trajectory maps only so
As in the previousexamples,goodagreementbetween
as to correspondexactly with the data used to produce constituent and NMC PV gradients is again evident
the Salby-Fourier and Kalman-filtered maps of Plates in the MLS H•O trajectory maps. In addition, good
lb and lc.

agreement
betweennewmeasurements
(largerdots)and

(smallerdots)againlends
The trajectory mapping techniqueis also capableof older,advectedmeasurements
reproducingsmall scaledynamicalstructures. For ex- confidenceto both the techniqueand the measurements.
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comparedto the older, advectedmeasurements
(representedby the smallerdots). Instrumentallimitations,
(particAs mentioned in section 1, the validity of trajectory therefore,causeolder, advectedmeasurements
ularly
those
which
have
been
pulled
out
in
filaments)
to
mappingis fundamentallydependenton the accuracy
disagree
with
nearby,
newer
measurements.
of the trajectory calculations. The information about
Another causeof the disagreement,however,can be
an individual parcel location degradeswith time owing

4. Errors in Trajectory Mapping

to the cumulative effectsof errors along its trajectory.

The spatial distributionof a large ensembleof parcels,
however,is lesssensitiveto theseerrors, as shownbelow. A fundamental problem, therefore,is to determine
a reasonableupper bound for the length of time over
which parcel trajectoriesare accurate. Another problem concernsthe maximum agefor which measurements
includedin trajectory mapscan be consideredvalid. In
exploringthese problems,we shall discussthe following four potential sourcesof error in both individual
trajectory calculationsand trajectory maps: computational error, trace gas measurementuncertainties,the
useof the isentropicapproximation,and meteorological
errors.

4.1 Computational

Error

found in the trajectory technique. Because these trajectory calculationsare nondiffusive,they will preserve
filamentary structures for longer periods of time than
may be physicallywarranted. Hence,disagreementsbetween new and old measurementscan also be causedby
model

errors.

In addition to uncertainty in measured constituent
mixing ratios, uncertaintiesin the locationof eachmeasurement and in the location of gradients in the meteorologicalfields also adverselyaffect trajectory maps.
If a single parcel is initialized in the trajectory model
for each measurement, the uncertainty in the location of the advected measurement can increase quite
rapidly with time, especially when the parcel is advected through regions of chaotic flow or high wind
shear.

The first of these four error sources, the computa-

tional error, has been examined and found to be quite
small for the fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integra-

To properly assessthe magnitudeof theseerrors,both
vertical and horizontal positional uncertaintiesin the location of the measurement

need to be considered.

The

trajectory mapping techniqueaccountsfor the two diftion schemeusedhere [Schoeberl
and Sparling,1994].
ferently. The uncertainty in the horizontal location of
Computational error, therefore, can be ignored, espe•. •uvc•cu measurement can be accounted for by inicially as comparedwith the magnitudesof the other
tializing
a group of parcelsover a region with dimensources of error considered below.
sionson the order of the initial value of that uncertainty.

The rate at which each group is shearedapart is then
a measureof the rate of growth of that uncertainty.
The secondof the error sources,measurement uncerTo determine this rate, 576 megaparcels were initainties, consistsof the followingtwo basiccomponents' tialized on the 800 K isentropic surface with a uniform,
the initial constituent measurement error and the subequal-area distribution polewardof 20ø latitude in each
sequent model advection error. The former of these hemisphere.Each megaparcelconsistedof a centralpar4.2

Measurement

two errors is inherent

Uncertainties

in the measurement

and remains

constant with time, while the latter is a result of the

trajectory calculationand growswith time.
First, consider the satellite measurement errors. Inaccurate measurementof the constituent and improper
pressureregistration both contribute to erroneousval-

cel surroundedby four additionalparcels(subparcels)
located20 km awayon the pointsof the compass(i.e.,
onesubparcel20 km east,one 20 km north, etc.). The
40-km megaparceldiameter was chosento roughly coincide with the width of spaceover which a singleCLAES
measurement

is made.

NMC

wind

fields

were used

ues. (For further discussion
of theseerrors, see the to advect the parcels for the following two cases: the
specialsectionon UARS in the Journal of Geophysi- months of January and June 1992. To prevent contamcal Research98(D6)). Furthermore,the scaleof the ination of the results by the known low quality of the
satellite footprint limits the minimum size of observ- NMC wind fieldsin the tropics[Newmanet hi., 1988],
able atmosphericfeatures. The satellite can detect only those megaparcelswhich explored the space equatorthosefeatureson the order of or larger in scalethan the ward of 15ø at any time during the study were dissatellitefootprint. In regionswith small-scalefeatures, carded.
the agreementbetweenrecently made and older, adFigure 1 shows the decreasein the number of comvected satellite measurements will be diminished.
Expact megaparcelsas a function of time for January 1992.
amplesof this effect can be found in both Plates 2 and A megaparcelis said to be "compact" when all four of
3. In Plate 2 notice that the filament extending away the subparcels within it remain within 500 km of the
from and around the vortex has grown very long and central parcel. Even in the case of the northern winvery thin, a processdiscussedby Pierce and Fairlie ter hemisphere, where the parcel shearing is expected
[1993]. As a result, few of the new satellitemeasure- to be largest[Randel,1987b],morethan half the megaments around the thin filament are indicative of vortex
parcelsremained compact for 15-20 days. In fact, in the
air. In Plate 3, as the wave breaks, the tongue of high summer hemispherethe tests indicated that more than
N20 (red) materialis stretchedinto a narrowfilament. half remained compact for the entire month. Because
Nearby,newersatellitemeasurements
(represented
by the 800 K potential temperature surface lies close to
the largerdots)beginto decrease
in valuewith time, as the jet core in the winter hemisphere, nearly the maxi-
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Fractionof MegaparcelsRemainingCompact

the trajectory mapping technique. Individual trajec-

NMC Winds--January 1992 @ 800K

tory calculations can becomeinaccurate over short time-

scales,especiallyin the presence
of largehorizontalwind
shears.Despitesuchindividualtrajectoryerrors,however, large-scalestructuresfound in trajectory maps
appear to be preservedfor long periodsof time. This
phenomenoncan be attributed, in part, to the obser0.6
vation that positionaluncertaintiesin parcel location
tend
to growin directionsparallelto materialisopleths,
0.4
thereby
preserving
materialgradients.Thesegradients
Ove
II
maintain the large-scale structure of the constituent
field and promotehigh field correlations
overlongperiods
of
time.
Disagreements
between
individual
new
0.0
and old measurements
in trajectory maps can often be
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
attributed to the inability of the satellite to detectfineDay of ,Simulation
scalestructurein the atmosphere
and, therefore,do not
Figure 1. The fractionof compactmegaparcels
as a necessarily
reflectan error in the mappingtechnique.
function of time. Isentropictrajectorieswere calculated
4.3 Diabatic Versus Isentropic Calculations
usingNationalMeteorological
Center(NMC) winds
during January 1992 on the 800 K potential
Anotherinaccuracyin the trajectorymappingtechtemperature surface.
nique resultsfrom the isentropicapproximation. The
approximationrestrictseachtrajectoryto an isentropic
mum wind speedgradient is presentin thesetests. This surfaceunderthe assumption
that eachair parcel'spostudy,therefore,probablyrepresentsa "worstcase"sce- tential temperatureis conserved
alongits trajectory.
nario.
In the atmosphere,diabaticeffectscausethe potential
Someof the shearingdistances
foundin this study temperaturesof air parcelsto change,renderingthis apwereexceptionallylarge. Nevertheless,
the uncertainty proximation inaccurate. These inaccuraciescan become
in the location of individual advected measurements did particularlyimportantin regionsof largeverticalwind
not appearto disruptlarge-scalespatialgradientsin the shearor largeverticalconstituent
gradients.Neverthetrajectorymaps.The explanationfor this behaviorap- less,the isentropicapproximation
is oftenemployedin
pears to be related to the direction in which the shear- trajectory calculationsbecauseit significantlyreduces
ing uncertainties
grow. As the initially tight clusters computation time.
of parcelswereadvectedforwardin time, they tended
Regions of large vertical wind shear contribute to
to remainclosetogetherexceptin regionsof highwind errorsin isentropictrajectorymaps in the following.
shear. In theseregionsthey werepulledapart in a di- manner. When parcelsmoveoff their initial isentropic
1.0

_

rectionparallelto the wind vectors(perpendicular
to surface, they encounter somewhat different horizontal
the gradientin the windfields).Because
this direction winds,both in magnitudeand direction. When this difis alsotypicallyparallelto materialand PV isopleths, ferencebecomessubstantial, the distancebetweenthe
the accumulationof thesepositionalerrorshasminimal diabatic and isentropictrajectoriesgrows. To investieffecton the structureof the resultantmaps. Hence gate the effectsof sucherrorson individualtrajectothe accuracyof individualtrajectoriescan deteriorate ries and trajectory maps, we examinedboth the rate at
rapidlyin this directionwithoutsignificantly
affecting whichdiabaticand isentropictrajectoriesseparatehormaps of constituent fields.
izontally and the rate at which this separationcauses
The initial uncertaintyin the vertical locationof a errors to accumulatein the global constituentfields.
measurement
affectsthe accuracyof an isentropictraAn ensembleconsistingof 3480 trajectorieswas inijectorycalculationquitedifferently.Eachparcelis ini- tializedon a uniform,equal-areagrid polewardof 20ø
tializedon the isentropicsurfaceof interest,with a con- latitude on the 800 K isentropicsurfaceand advected
stituentvaluederivedfrom a verticalinterpolationof a bothdiabaticallyandisentropically.
As before,all tradiscreteset of columnmeasurements.Reportederrors jectorieswhichat anytimeexplored
the spaceequatorin measurement
of the verticalprofileresult in uncer- ward of 15ø latitude were discarded. Diabatic calculatainty in the interpolationof this profile. Accountof tionsof the type described
by $choeberl
andSparling
this uncertaintycanbe keptby initializingeachparcel [1994]wereemployed.
with a constituent
valueof p q-Ap, whereAp depends To evaluatethe resultsquantitatively,we mustfirst
on the magnitudeof the vertical gradientof the con- defineanappropriate
measure
ofthedegree
ofsimilarity
stituentfield and the shapeof the isentropicsurfaceat betweenthe trajectoriescalculatedwith and without dithe time and place of the measurement.Unlike the er- abaticeffects.Anypointontheunitsphere
canberepror in the horizontallocation,the error Ap is constant resented
asa unit vectorfromthe originto that point.

with time.

In summary,the positionaluncertaintyinherentin
satellite measurements can introduce uncertainties in

A trajectory can then be representedasthe curvetraced
out by the tip of the unit vectorasthe pointmoveswith
time. If we treat the diabaticand isentropic
trajecto-
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ries in this manner

and define their

locations

at time t
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by the unit vectors5•a(t)and &a(t) respectively,a mea-

NorthernHemisphere
in January1992

sure of their separation is then given by the ensemble

1.0 • -

-

average
.

0.8

e.(t)

(1)
o

where ;b(t) representsthe great circle angularseparation between the two trajectories as a function of time.
For the case in which the trajectories are completely
uncorrelated and the domain is restricted to the space

0.6

(• 0.4

north of latitude •b0(i.e., giventhe positionof one, the

n
• Field
Field
correlation
correlation
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km(
krn
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other can be found anywhere in that domain with equal

probability),it can be shownthat
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<cos
;b>--4(1- sin
•b0)
2= g(•b0) (2) Figure 2a. Statisticalanalysisof the differencesbetween
diabafic and isentropictrajectories and trajectory maps

Becausethe diabatic and isentropic trajectories should

in the northernhemisphere
in January1992.

becomeuncorrelatedin the limit t -• cx•,< cos;b(t) >
shouldapproachg(•b0). We define,therefore,a trajectory correlation function by

n regions
and• and•' arethespatially
averaged
values

C(t)-<<cos
cos
•b(t)
>-g(•0)
•b(0)> -g(•0)

of PV0 in the diabaticand isentropiccasesrespectively.
The sumis restrictedto thoseregionsfor whichXi and

(3)

Y•>O.

Figures2a and 2b showcomparisonsof the rates at
sothat C(0)- I and C(oo) = 0. As constructed
here,
which
the field correlationcoefficients
decayrelativeto
C(t) measures
the degreeto whichindividualisentropic

the ratesat whichindividualisentropicand diabatictra-

and dia.baticpairs of trajectories are correlated.
We next

define a suitable

measure

of the extent

jectories become uncorrelated. The calculations were

to

in January1992
which fields produced from these two types of trajecto- performedin the northernhemisphere
and
the
southern
hemisphere
in
July
1992.
In both cases
ries are similar. In order to do this, constituent fields
the trajectory correlation decreasesto a value of about
were constructed from the parcel ensemblesin the following manner. Each parcel was assignedthe value of 0.4 after 31 days. The time evolutionclearlyshowsa
NMC potential vorticity associated with its initial lo- residualcorrelationwhichpersistsfor longtimes. The

functiondefined
in Equation(3)
cation (PV0) to act as a proxy variablefor trace gas valueof thecorrelation

goesto zero only when the parcelsare free to moveover
concentration. Each hemispherepoleward of 15ø latithe entire domain polewardof 15ø. The fact that we obtude was divided into a number of equal-area regions,
71 regionsfor a coarse-scaleanalysisand 284 regionsfor servea nonzerocorrelation, therefore,indicatesthat the
range of motion of the parcelshas been restricted to a
a finer-scale analysis. A PV field was then defined at

eachtime by assigning
to eachregionthe averagevalue smallerdomain.In this casethe restrictionis provided
of PV0 of all parcelscontained
therein.Althoughthe di- by the transportbarrierat the polarvortexedge.
abaticensembleof parcelsdispersedvertically,we were
not concernedin this study with the specificvertical
Isentropicvs Diabatic NMC Calculations@ 800K
locationof the parcels(the effectsof verticaldisplaceSouthernHemispherein July1992
ment are discussed
further below). Rather, we wanted 1.0

to examine the collective effect on the resultant constituent fields of errors in the horizontal locations of the

0.8

advectedmeasurements
due to the isentropicassumption. As mentionedearlier, the trajectory differences

--

0.6

are a consequence of the differences in the horizontal

wind fieldsseenby the diabaticparcelsas they rise or
o

descend.

o 0.4

A measureof the degreeof similarity betweenthe
isentropicand diabaticfieldsis givenby the correlation
coefficient

[] Field correlation 1650 krn (r)
)l(Fieldcorrelation825 km
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Figure 2b. Sameas Figure2a but for the southern

where Xi and Y} are the mean PV0 valuesin each of the hemisphere
in July 1992.
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Clear differences in the evolution of the trajectory
correlation in the two cases are also evident. The de-

If the vertical descentoccurs with little dispersion,the
isentropictrajectory map may remain an accurate repcayis initiallymuchmorerapidin the northernwin- resentation of the synoptic field, but one on a lower
ter hemisphere
than the Southernwinterhemisphere. isentropicsurface with time.
This differencecan be mainly attributed to the differAnother source of error from the isentropic approxencein waveactivitybetweenthe twohemispheres,
with imation is related specificallyto errors in the vertical

the northernvortex undergoingmore frequent,large- location of advected measurements. These errors beamplitudedisturbances
than its southerncounterpart comeimportant in regionsof large vertical constituent

[Randel,1987b].On the timescale
of thisstudy,it is gradients. Diabatic motion causesparcelsto move verlikely that the small, initial horizontaldisplacementstically acrossisentropicsurfaces. An isentropictrajecin the trajectoriescausedby diabaticeffectsbecome tory map, therefore,both excludesmeasurementswhich
amplifiedin regionsof heightened
sensitivity
to initial have actually been advectedto the surfaceof interest
conditions.

Despitethe relativelyrapid growth of errorsin individual trajectory calculations,the advecteddistributions of PV0 remain highly correlatedover the entire
periodof the study,both at the coarse(1650km) and

and retains measurementswhich have actually left the
surface.The magnitudeof theseerrorsclearly increases
with the length of time advectedmeasurementsare retained in the map. The rate at which they grow can
be estimated by consideringthe advective flux to the

fine (825 km) scales.The field correlation
is observed surface.In a mannersimilarto Suttone! al. [1994],we
to persistfor longertimesin the southernhemisphere examine the flux given by
than in the northern hemisphere.This observationcan

be explainedby examiningthe differences
in the vertical
dispersionin the two hemispheres.

Figure 3 depictsthe mean potentialtemperatureas

a function of time for the same ensemblesof parcels Since the flux varies across the surface, some features

discussed
in Figures2a and 2b. The error bars repre- in the trace gasfield will be affectedmore than others.
We estimated this flux for ozone during the periods
of January and July 1992, both inside the vortex
mean. For the heatingratesusedin this study[Rosenand at midlatitudes on the 800 K potential tempera-

sent the 95% confidence limits of the data around the

field,1991],similaraveragedescentrateswerefoundin

the northernhemispherein January1992and the southern hemispherein July 1992. The varianceof the potential temperature distribution, however,increasesmore
rapidlywith time in the northernhemisphere.The vertical dispersion,rather than the averagedescent,could
be responsible
for the largererrorsassociated
with the
isentropicassumptionin the northernhemisphere.We
expectthat this verticaldispersion
effectwill be particularly important if the dynamicalfeaturesin the horizontal wind fieldsvary significantlyover the rangeof
potentialtemperatures
exploredby the diabaticparcels.
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Figure 3. Mean observeddescentfor the diabatic
studiesin the winter hemispheres
in (top)January

and(bottom)July1992ascalculated
fromheating
ratesprovidedby Rosenfield[1991].

ture surface. For the worst case(Januaryinsidethe
northernpolar vortex) the averageozonemixing ratio
shouldhave changedby about 30% due to diabatic descentaloneover the 31-day period. Changesof roughly
10-24% over the monthlongperiodswere predictedto
result in the other cases. In all cases,changesin the
ozonemixing ratio couldbe limited to lessthan 10% for
isentropic studies confined to periods of about a week.
Certainly, the conditionsunder which trajectory maps

areproduced(bothmeteorological
andchemical)should
be thoroughlyunderstoodbeforetrying to interpret the
accuracy of the results.
The differencesobservedbetween isentropic calculations, diabatic calculations,and calculationsusingother
synoptic mapping techniquesare interesting in and of
themselvesand warrant further study. Comparisonsof
both diabatically and isentropically advected measurements with nearby, more recent measurementscan help
assess
the amountof heatingand[or chemistryassociated with a given air parcel. An example of the latter
can be found in a recent ozone study using trajectory
techniquesby Manney et al. [1995].
In summary, our statistical analyses show that the
isentropicapproximation used in most trajectory calculations appearsto be valid for individual trajectory calculationsof 1 to 2 weeksin length, dependingupon the
specificmeteorologicalconditions. Information related
to the large scalefeaturesof the distribution appearsto
be preservedfor evenlongerperiodsof time (on the order of 1 month). The actualconstituentfield, however,
may be changingdue to vertical motions not captured
in the isentropiccalculations.While thesechangesbecomemore significantfor constituentswith large verti-
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cal gradients,the casestudiesinvolvingozoneindicated
changesof lessthan 10% for calculationsof a week or
less.

GSFC

vs NMC Calculations
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@ 800K

SouthernHemispherein July 1992
1.0

4.4 Sensitivity to Wind Field Analyses

0.8

As mentionedearlier, slight displacementsof the initial parcellocationsnear regionsof high wind shearcan
lead to dramatic changesin the subsequentparcel locations. Similarly, a slight displacementof these regions
of high wind shear in the wind field analysescan have
the same effect. Obviously,large-scale differencesin
the flow fields will producelarge differencesin the trace
gasfields. Here we examinethe sensitivityof trajectory
maps to the differencesin the location and intensity of
smaller-scale

wind features.

These small-scale
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encesare likely to be found between different wind field
Figure 4b. Sameas Figure 4a but for the southern
analyses.
To carry out this study, we compared trajectories hemispherein July 1992.
and trajectory maps producedfrom the NMC balanced

winds [Newmanet al., 1988, Randel,1987a]with the

diabatic effects. The
assimilatedwind analysesproducedat the Data Assim- observedin the study assessing
field
correlations,
however,
remain
high for the entire
ilation Office of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

(hereafterreferredto as GSFC winds).The studywas
performedfor January and July 1992 in both the northern and southernhemispheres.Again, a distribution of
3480 parcels was initialized on a uniform, equal-area
grid polewardof 20ø latitude in eachhemisphereon the
800 K isentropicsurface. Isentropic trajectories were
calculated and the resulting maps analyzed with the

month in both hemispheres,
whichis to be expectedif
the wind fields containbasicallythe samelarge-scale
dynamicalinformation. The fields appear to be somewhat more sensitive to differences in the northern hemi-

sphere, where more numerous small-scale structures
provide greater opportunities for differencesto arise.

The wind field study again suggeststhat uncertainties
in trajectory maps producedfrom large ensemblesof
same two statistical measures outlined in section 4.3.
trajectoriescan often be muchsmallerthan onemight
Figures4a and 4b show the resultsof thesestudies.
In Figures 4a and 4b both the trajectory correlation expectfrom the comparativelyrapid rate of growthof
function and the field correlationshave been plotted as uncertainty in the individual trajectories.
functionsof time for the winter hemisphere.The correlation betweenthe trajectoriescalculatedwith different 5. Comparison of MLS and HALOE
wind fields decaysat about the same rate in both hemispheres.This decayrate is much more rapid than was

Water Vapor Measurements Using
Trajectory Mapping
As a demonstrationof the applicability of the trajectory mapping technique to satellite data validation

GSFC vs NMC Calculations @ 800K

NorthernHemisphere
in January1992

studies,watervapormeasurements
fromMLS (version
3) and HALOE (version17) werecompared.Because

o.8L

_

.'=0.6-

_

o

MLS and HALOE

measurements are not collocated in

spaceor time, the comparisonproblemis ideally suited
for the trajectory mappingtechnique.
MLS H20 is availablefor the southernhemisphere
from August 14 through September21, 1992, and from
October 30 through November28, 1992. Version3 MLS

H20 is onlyreliabledownto about46 hPa (22 km) in
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Figure 4a. Statisticalanalysisof the differences
between
trajectories
andtrajectorymapscalculated

the stratosphere. Southern hemisphereHALO E measurementsare made throughoutboth of theseperiods.
The followingthreeseparate1-weeklong
periodswere
selectedfor this study: August 14-21, September1421, and November1-8, 1992. Comparisonswere made
for eachperiodon three differentpotentialtemperature

surfaces:650 (26 km), 800 (30 km), and 1200K (38

with wind fields from the Data Assimilation Office of

NASAGoddardSpaceFlightCenter(GSFC)andthose
calculated with NMC winds in the northern

hemispherein January 1992.

HALOE's data retrieval pattern restricted the lati-

tuderangeoverwhichthe comparisons
weremade. For

the Augustperiod,HALOE measured
tracegases
be-
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MLS

measurements

were included

Limb Sounder(MLS) and HalogenOccultationExper- in the study.

iment (HALOE) H20 Data UsingPotentialVorticity
(PV)

Potential

A PV x10-5 Kkgms2

per millionby volume(ppmv)higherthan HALOE and

Temperature

(K)

Aug.

Sept.

650
800
1200

2
4

2
5
20

20

The results of these comparisonsare shownin Figure
5 and indicate fairly high correlation between the measurements, with MLS routinely about 0.5 to 1.0 parts

Nov.

with the highest discrepanciesoccurring at the highest altitudes. Such results are in good agreementwith

other validationstudies[Grose,1995].

2

The relative ease with which the comparisonof these

4

20

two noncollocated

data sets was made demonstrates

the

effectivenessand utility of the trajectory mapping technique in satellite data validation studies. Future work
will include comparisonsof a variety of dissimilar data
tween 40ø and 60øS latitude. During the September sets,includingboth aircraft and satellite measurements.
period, HALOE retrieved data between 34ø and 54øS.
During the November period it gathered data between
25ø and 47øS.The August and NovemberHALOE mea- 6. Conclusions
surements were taken at sunset, while the September
HALOE

measurements

were taken

at sunrise.

In order to compare the data sets, trajectory maps
were produced for both data sets every 12 hours during each of the three periods. The first appearanceof
each HALOE H20 measurement in the HALOE maps
was then compared to the averageof nearby MLS measurementsin the synoptic and concurrent MLS maps.
MLS trajectory maps were constructedonly from data

This paper has evaluated both the strengthsand
weaknesses
of the trajectory mappingtechnique.Stud-

iesof N20 (fromCLAES)andH20 (fromMLS) demonstratedthe utility and reliabilityof trajectorymapping.
In particular, the techniquecan producesynopticmaps
from asynopticdata, even for periods during which no
new data is available(for example, September10 of
Plate 3). The comparisonof MLS and HALOE H20

demonstratedthe applicability of the techniqueto satelthis way, errors arising from the trajectory calculations lite data validation work.
Trajectory maps compare favorably with maps proare minimized. To make the comparison with HALOE
measurements,MLS data within a 400-km-radius circle duced using the Salby-Fourier and Kalman filtering
(at 800 and 1200K but 1000km at 650 K, wherefewer methods. All of the gridded synoptic maps agree well
reliableMLS H20 measurements,
exist) wereaveraged. with the individual measurements. The nongridded
To prevent the influenceof large, dynamically induced trajectory map, however, allows for a visual estimate
gradientson these averages,Ertel's potential vorticities of the density and variability of the measurements.
(calculatedfrom NMC meteorological
fields [Newman Also unlike other techniques,trajectory mapping utiet al., 1988]and interpolatedto eachparcellocation) lizes knowledgeof the wind fields to produce its map
were examined. Those MLS parcels with PV valuestoo products.
dissimilar from the PV value associated with the corSeveral potential errors in the technique were invesresponding HALOE measurement were excluded from tigated. The separationbetweenindividual trajectories
the averagingcalculations. Table I showsthe PV toler- computedwith and without diabatic effectsgrowswith
ancesused. Finally, only those circlescontainingmore time but appears to be small for periods on the order
of 7 to 10 days. Changesin the meteorologicalanalyses
employed can lead to substantial differencesin individ-

taken within +/- 1.5 daysof the synopticmap time. In

MLS vs HALOE H,O

ual parceltrajectoriesovermuchshorterperiods(3 days
or less). All the studiespresentedhere,however,indicate that trajectorymaps(composedof largenumbers
of advectedmeasurements)
remainvalid for longperiodsof time (on the orderof weeks).As a resultof our

'•'7
E

error analysis,we strongly caution against the use of a
small number of trajectories in examining any chemical
or dynamical problem.
The inaccuraciesin an isentropictrajectory map which
result from neglecteddiabatic vertical motion are complex and can occur in a variety of ways. In most cases
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Figure 5. Microwave
limb sounder
(MLS) (version
3) versus
halogen
occultation
experiment
(HALOE)
(version17) H20 data.

small for studies under

I week

in length. However, we recommend that the meteorological conditionsbe evaluated before assessingthe accuracy of a trajectory map produced in any particular
case.

The trajectory mapping techniqueis a powerful tool
with which to analyze satellite data. Future work will
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include additional validation studies,an examination of Randel, W.J., The evaluation of winds from geopotential
height data in the stratosphere, J. Atmos. Sci., •, 3097the midlatitude ozone depletion problem, and refine3120, 1987a.
ments of the technique itself.
Randel, W.J., Global atmospheric circulations statistics,

1000-1 mb." NCAR Tech. Note NCAR/TN-œ95-l-STR,
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